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An Atlas of Radiological Anatomy. Second edition, Jamie
Weir and Peter Abrahams. Pp. viii + 355, illustrated. Chur-
chill Livingstone, Edinburgh, London, Melbourne, New
York, 1986. £50.00.

Radiologists are reared, schooled, disciplined and ultimately
subjected to a large daily dose of anatomy, albeit in a
shadowy form. Nevertheless their anatomical vocabulary
requires a continual renewal. While being manifestly unable
to retreat into the dissecting room or like surgeons inspect
and palpate living tissue, they mustfaute de mieux resort to
texts, surrounding themselves, even being veritably encased
by books.

Naturally each has a favourite, be it Gray's, Cunningham's
or the smaller Last (but not least) when rapid reference is all
important. The choice is often historical going back into the
distant past of medical school and even beyond, but every
now and then a striking new work appears, above all one of
clarity in exposition, format and illustration.
Many superb radiological texts on anatomy suffer from a

major drawback; the reproductions are small and therefore
inevitably there is a loss of detail or the reader must resort to
magnification. The alternative is near life size prints and their
accompanying line drawings. Certainly Weir and Abrahams
have succeeded admirably in these respects with regard to
conventional radiographs.
The proliferation of scanning methods has added yet

another dimension ranging from the speckled but detailed
sonography, through the realistic computed tomography
sections to the exquisite detailed depiction of the brain by
magnetic resonance imaging. Not surprisingly these illustra-
tions are smaller but more numerous.
Anatomy then is quite suddenly an exciting daily

experience for those fortunate enough to have access to all
the moder diagnostic modalities. The less fortunate can take
vicarious pleasure in sampling this book. For teachers of
anatomy it must surely prove invaluable but over and above
these this is a volume to be cherished by the trainee
radiologist. Ifby any chance you know one and generosity is
your strong point, this coming Christmas or a birthday will
ensure life-long gratitude. Less personally, no medical library
nor radiology department should be without a copy.

L. Kreel,
Department of Radiology,
Newham General Hospital,

London E13 8SL.

Basic Pharmacology. Second edition, edited by R.W. Foster.
Pp. xvii + 390, illustrated. Butterworths, London, Boston,
Durban, Singapore, Sydney, Toronto, Wellington, 1986.
£13.95.

Clinical pharmacology and therapeutics is now included in
the curriculum of most medical schools in the United
Kingdom. The preclinical pharmacology course must be
designed, therefore, to provide a sound scientific basis on
which to build a rational approach to the therapeutic use of
drugs. Since the publication of its first edition in 1980 this
volume has become established as a concise readable basic

text for pharmacology students. This second edition has been
thoroughly revised and updated to include major advances in
the subject.

Professor P. Turner
Department of Clinical Pharmacology,

St Bartholomew's Hospital,
London ECIA 7BE.

Casarett & Doull's Toxicology: the Basic Science of Poisons.
Third edition, edited by Curtis D. Klaassen, Mary O. Amdur
and John Doull. Pp. xiii + 974, illustrated. Macmillan Publi-
shing Co, New York; Collier Macmillan Canada, Toronto;
Collier Macmillan, London, 1986. £45.00.

For anyone, expert or tyro, it is comforting to have at one's
side an omnibus tome on one's chosen subject within which
one can find some answer to any query that may arise.
Whether, nowadays, bearing in mind the vast corpus of
knowledge that has been accumulated, this is ever feasible,
remains debatable. With toxicology, moreover, intertwined
with a bewildering mass of facts is an interpretive and
speculative component that defies unanimity. This third
edition on The Basic Science of Poisons, to give the book its
full title, is accordingly no bible, to be taken at face value and
accepted as an act of faith.
Not that the editors have ever made such a claim for it.

Rather do they state that it 'is designed primarily as a
textbook for, or adjunct to, courses in toxicology'. Set in that
context it may be rated highly, though at a price of£45.00 it is
likely to find its place more on the library shelves than among
the student's personal possessions. Even so, while what is
headed Unit I on 'General Principles of Toxicology' and,
possibly, Unit II on 'Systemic Toxicology' may serve as a
very useful didactic companion, it is questionable whether
the remaining three Units on 'Toxic Agents', 'Experimental
Toxicology' and 'Applications of Toxicology' may be quite
so acceptable, unless the tutor guiding the student can
personally infuse his own possibly counterbalancing explana-
tions and attitudes.

R. Goulding
36 Ashley Court,
Morpeth Terrace,

London SWIP IER.

Case Studies in Medicine, K.L. Gupta. Pp. vi + 120. Chur-
chill Livingstone, Edinburgh, London, Melbourne, New
York, 1986. £9.95.

This is a useful book and the author who is now an associate
professor in New York, has produced compact yet realistic
case histories. The one major criticism which applies as much
to this volume as to others similar, is that it is almost
impossible to word the questions following the case histories
in such a way that the answer to the first question - 'What is
the diagnosis?' is not clear from the subsequent questions
(which test knowledge of the diagnosis).
A better formula for the questions and answers based on

the case histories is for the answers to explain why the author
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favoured one diagnosis over other possibilities. Questions
testing candidates' knowledge of the clinical aspects could
then be asked separately.
The case histories are good enough for Dr Gupta to be

encouraged to write another book but with a different
formula for the questions and answers. These sorts of case
study books are very useful in breaking the monotony of
studying for the MRCP and this one is as good as the average.

I.J.T. Davies
Postgraduate Medical Centre,

Raigmore Hospital,
Inverness IV2 3UT.

Chemical Children: How to Protect Your Family from Harm-
ful Pollutants, Peter Mansfield and Jean Monro.
Pp. viii + 199. Century, London, Melbourne, Auckland,
Johannesburg, 1987. £4.95.

There seems only one way in which to review this book and
that is, in a manner, philosophically. One may abide by the
tenets of orthodox science. As Baum' has pointed out
recently, 'The characteristic feature of the scientific method
... is that scientists are prepared to expose all their favoured
hypotheses to the hazards of refutation'. Judged by these
criteria this publication will just not withstand criticism.

Whilst by no means questioning the integrity, or probity of
the authors, Chemical Children reads very much as an act of
faith and an essay in evangelism. If one shares the beliefs,
then the exposition can be quite convincing. On the other
hand, dispassionate criticism creates increasing doubts in the
mind of the reader.
What a pity it is, too, that such an interesting title - and

sub-title, should have been chosen for the little book!
Plausible advocacy gains by eschewing the histrionic over-
tones. None the less, to a public already conditioned, this
may afford persuasive reading. To the logically enquiring
physician, on the other hand, it may bring to mind the
Scottish verdict of 'non-proven'.

In the light of these options the choice oftake-it-or-leave-it
might be approached cautiously before spending the modest
£4.95.
1. Baum, M. J R Soc Med 1987, 80: 332-333.

R. Goulding,
36 Ashley Court,
Morpeth Terrace,

London SWIP IER.

Clinics in Anaesthesiology. Vol 4, no. 4, Anaesthesia and the
Geriatric Patient, edited by James A. Felts. Pp. ix + 251,
illustrated. W.B. Saunders Co, London, Philadelphia,
Toronto, 1986. £15.00.

This is an excellent book and is highly recommended. It is
rare to find a book on practical anaesthesia so firmly based
on the effects of anaesthesia on physiology, in this case
physiology modified by aging. The chapters on the heart and
respiratory disease detail the physiological changes which

occur with age and give sound advice on the avoidance of the
additional stress produced by anaesthesia. The chapter on
anaesthesia for cranial revascularization deals with the
problems ofthe average age patient of61, who is usually ASA
Class 3, is frequently hypertensive and has both cardiovas-
cular and respiratory disease. There is a good chapter on the
loss of thermoregulation with age, including the harmful
effects of hypothermia and how it can be prevented and
treated. In the chapter on diabetes there is a detailed account
of preoperative assessment and management. This chapter is
a good guide to the management of the elderly diabetic
whether or not he is to have an operation. The chapter on
anaesthesia for major vascular procedures has a good section
on preoperative assessment but would have been better if
there had been more information on 'radionuclide gated
blood pool studies' and 'thallium redistribution scans'. The
section on anaesthesia for orthopaedic surgery includes
Goldman's table for the assessment of cardiac risk factors
but as the author correctly points out, patients need to be
assessed as individuals and not according to a protocol. This
humanitarian approach is very much to the fore in the
chapter on anaesthesia for ophthalmic surgery, the common-
est type of operation carried out on the geriatric patient. The
chapter on hypertension in the elderly includes sections on
pre-, intra- and postoperative management. The brief section
in this chapter on the altered pharmacokinetics in the elderly
could have been expanded.

If there is a weak part of the book it is at the end. The last
two of the eleven chapters are by comparison not as good.
This is due more to the standard which has been set earlier
than any fault in the chapters themselves. They deal with
outpatient anaesthesia in the geriatric patient and the
'Immediate and Long-term Nervous System Effects of
Anaesthesia in Elderly Patients' (sic).

This book could be recommended only because it deals
well with the combined effect of anaesthesia and age on
normal physiology but it does more than this. It gives sound
practical advice on the anaesthetic problems ofan increasing-
ly elderly population. Its publication is timely.

John A. Bushman,
Department of Anaesthesiology,

The London Hospital,
London El 2AD.

Clinics in Haematology. Vol. 15, no. 2, Thrombosis and the
Vessel Wall, edited by C.N. Chesterman. Pp. x + 273-565,
illustrated. W.B. Saunders, London, Philadelphia, Toronto,
1986. £15.00.

This is an interesting and useful addition to the Clinics in
Haematology series. Contributions cover a range of topics
from arachidonate metabolism to the clinical use of anti-
thrombotic drugs. Although the thrombotic nature of the
main complications of atheroma is increasingly recognized,
atheroma itself continues to be viewed by most as a purely
lipid determined process. One particularly well referenced
chapter (by Chesterman and Berndt) reviews the interaction
between platelets and the vessel wall in its contribution to
atherogenesis. Another (by Elspeth Smith) deals with the
other main component of the haemostatic system in ath-
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